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EVENTS

2019
Pravega is the annual fest conducted by the undergraduate community of the Indian Institute of Science. Derived from the Sanskrit word for acceleration, Pravega accurately describes the sentiment of the work culture in the scientific and student community, that of accelerating in life.

Being an eclectic mixture of scientific and cultural events, since its inception, it has been the goal of Pravega to provide a unification of science and culture, for a sustained growth of both. Pravega also aims to provide a platform for people to share new ideas which can be used for the betterment of the society.
Science Events

etc.

Science Journalism
Wikimedia Photography

Decoherence
Science Exhibition

ISc by IISc

Linguistics Events
Chemistry Events
Biology Events
General Events

Pravega Innovation Summit
Pravega IBM Hackathon 2019
Battle of the Bands
Lasya
Proscenium
Footprints

Literary Events
Open Mic
Quizzes
Contact

Shrey Gupta
Convener
shreygupta@iisc.ac.in

Praveen Jayakumar
Sponsorship and Corporate Relations
jpraveen@iisc.ac.in

Website
pravega.org

Facebook
www.facebook.com/PravegaIISc

Further Contact Details
pravega.org/contact